1.. Introduction   {#sec1}
==================

The availability of three-dimensional macromolecular coordinates is a prerequisite for many types of studies, such as engineering protein function and stability, understanding the molecular origin of genetic disorders, and studying intermolecular interactions. For some research fields the accuracy of the coordinates is more important than for others. To understand whether a single nucleotide polymorphism causes an effect that leads to a disease, one often only needs to know its location in the protein, while the precise rotameric state of the amino acid side chain is of lesser importance. In structure-based drug design, on the other hand, even small inaccuracies in atomic coordinates can have detrimental effects on predictions of intermolecular contacts. Many methods in macromolecular structural bioinformatics are parameterized on the basis of known protein structures. For example, if the structures that were used to design a force-field are not very accurate, the force-field will not be very accurate either. Macromolecular crystallography methods have improved a lot in recent years (Kleywegt & Jones, 2002[@bb20]; Joosten *et al.*, 2007[@bb17]). The availability of rapidly increasing numbers of increasingly accurate protein structures is aiding the method development in fields such as drug docking (Nabuurs *et al.*, 2007[@bb30]), molecular dynamics (Hub *et al.*, 2007[@bb14]) and homology modelling (Krieger *et al.*, 2004[@bb22]).

Macromolecular structure models are stored and maintained by the worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB; Berman *et al.*, 2003[@bb3]). The recent remediation of the existing PDB entries by the wwPDB has greatly improved the uniformity (Berman *et al.*, 2007[@bb4]). This has made it easier to extract data from the PDB in an automated fashion. Despite these efforts, the PDB suffers from problems of a fundamental nature (Hooft *et al.*, 1996[@bb13]). It is important that users of the PDB realize that they cannot blindly trust the entries. PDB entries are structure *models* that are the result of many iterations of trying to optimally explain indirect measurements. Structure validation tools such as *PROCHECK* (Laskowski *et al.*, 1993[@bb24]), *WHAT_CHECK* (Hooft *et al.*, 1996[@bb13]), *pdb-care* (Lütteke & von der Lieth, 2004[@bb26]) and the Electron Density Server (EDS; Kleywegt *et al.*, 2004[@bb21]) have shown that the PDB contains many anomalies, ranging from proteins with small deviations from normal geometry to structures that fit their submitted experimental data very poorly. A few obvious errors have led to structure retractions, *e.g.* the ABC transporters (Chang *et al.*, 2006[@bb7]), but the vast majority of structure anomalies remain in the databank. When anomalies in structure models are not recognized, this can have a serious impact on the quality of homology modelling and drug design.

It seems that often protein crystallographers lose their interest in a structure once it is deposited. This means that the person best suited to improve structure coordinates after an error is detected, or after better software has become available, is not very likely to actually work on the improvement. Therefore, an independent effort is required to try to apply new refinement techniques to the available structure models. This study shows that such an independent effort is possible. It is obvious that each PDB file has been refined with software that was at best state of the art at the moment it was published. Our previous studies in the field of NMR have shown that the re-refinement of existing PDB entries using methods that have improved over time can give significantly better structure models than the original ones (Nabuurs *et al.*, 2004[@bb29]). This project has led to an ongoing effort to re-refine all NMR structure models in the PDB for the RECOORD database (Nederveen *et al.*, 2005[@bb31]).

We describe here the re-refinement of all X-ray structure models in the PDB with resolution higher than 2.70 Å for which suitable experimental data are available. The goal of this massive re-refinement project is to develop a re-refinement protocol to obtain a better match between the experimental data and the atomic parameters (coordinates, displacement parameters) in the structure models. We use *R*-free (Brünger, 1992[@bb6]) as a measure of refinement progress and *WHAT_CHECK* as a tool to verify the quality of the coordinates. Because one single refinement protocol is used in this study, all the resulting structure models form a uniform data set in terms of refinement. A key feature of this protocol is the application of TLS models (Schomaker & Trueblood, 1968[@bb35]) that represent the translation, libration and screw displacement of groups of atoms that behave as (quasi) rigid bodies. Employing TLS models in the refinement process (Winn *et al.*, 2001[@bb44]) gives the benefit of anisotropic *B*-factor refinement without serious implications for the data/parameter ratio of the structure model. Care is taken to respect as much of the interpretation of the experimental data by the depositor as possible. In other words, alternate atoms are kept, ligands remain unaltered, residue types unmodified *etc*.

The re-refinement of such a vast number of structure models requires enormous amounts of computing power. Grid technology and large computer clusters are at present the best ways to get rapid access to vast numbers of CPUs for a relatively short period of time. Grid infrastructures are a collaborative environment sharing large numbers of often heterogeneous computing and storage resources distributed geographically. Their objective is to provide at any time readily accessible production quality resources. Because of the large number of CPUs available, they are ideally suitable for so-called 'embarrassingly parallel' applications, where computations can be easily split into fully independent tasks (Stockinger *et al.*, 2006[@bb40]). The re-refinement of 16 807 PDB files with 16 807 independent jobs each requiring from 1 to 24 h of CPU time is a very good example of an embarrassingly parallel project. The EMBRACE (European Model for Bioinformatics Research and Community Education, <http://www.embracegrid.info>) virtual organization of the EGEE infrastructure (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE, <http://public.eu-egee.org>) provides European bioinformaticians with computers, grid technology, and the support in terms of software and human expertise needed to perform massive computational projects such as the one we describe here.

2.. Methods   {#sec2}
=============

2.1.. Data set selection   {#sec2.1}
--------------------------

All X-ray entries in the PDB for which experimental data of 2.70 Å resolution or higher were available before February 2007 were considered for re-refinement (Table 1[▶](#table1){ref-type="table"}). However, 4082 entries had incomplete experimental data files: the '\_refln.status' column was either missing or contained no useful information (all values were the same). Therefore the original *R*-free set for these entries could not be reproduced, which means that *R*-free cannot readily be used as an independent measure of model quality for these files. These incomplete entries were removed from the data set to avoid bias in the results. The resulting data set consisted of 16 807 PDB entries.

2.2.. Re-refinement protocol   {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

The re-refinement procedure consists of three steps: data preparation, re-refinement and validation of the results. The procedure uses the *CCP4* suite (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994[@bb8]): most notably *Refmac* (Winn *et al.*, 2001[@bb44]), *WHAT_CHECK* and a few dedicated programs. These dedicated programs as well as the re-refinement script described below are available for download at <http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/pdb_redo>.

### 2.2.1.. Data preparation   {#sec2.2.1}

We observed many inconsistencies in the reflection data files from the PDB that make automated use troublesome. For instance, there are several status flag schemes that separate *R*-free reflections from the working set (Table 2[▶](#table2){ref-type="table"}). In some cases, it was impossible to figure out the status flag scheme: for example, in 1au9 (Pantoliano *et al.*, 1989[@bb33]), which was originally refined without *R*-free. Data columns in reflection files do not always contain what is reported: for instance, the reflection data file for 1gq3 (Beernink *et al.*, 2009[@bb2]) reports phases in the '\_refln.status' column, and 1twi (Rajashankar *et al.*, 2002[@bb34]) has the reported intensities and amplitudes swapped. Estimated standard uncertainties for reflections are not always reported, or sometimes all the values are the same (*e.g.* 101m; Smith, 1999[@bb39]).

A program, *Cif2cif*, was written to reformat the reflection data to a consistent format, in which only the essential information was kept. The *Cif2cif* output contains reflection indices (*h*, *k*, *l*), amplitudes (*F*), estimated standard uncertainty values \[σ(*F*)\] and the *R*-free flag. When necessary, intensities and their σ values are converted to amplitudes. For consistency, the same method as described for the EDS (Kleywegt *et al.*, 2004[@bb21]) was used: *F* = *I* ^1/2^ and σ(*F*) = σ(*I*)/(2*F*). If σ(*F*) values are missing from the input file or when all values are zero, all σ values are set to 0.01 to avoid technical problems in *Refmac*.

A second program, *Extractor*, was written to combine relevant information from the experimental reflection data file and the coordinates file. These data included reported resolution and *R* factors, the resolution range of the experimental data, cell dimensions, and the TLS groups used in the original refinement. In cases where TLS was not used in refinement or where the TLS groups were not reported, they were defined as one single group per protein or nucleic acid chain.

The structure factor files were converted to MTZ format (a standard used in the *CCP4* suite) and used to recalculate *R* and *R*-free with *Refmac* using default settings. When needed, ligand topologies were automatically created by *Refmac*.

### 2.2.2.. Re-refinement   {#sec2.2.2}

Three types of re-refinement of increasing sophistication were used consecutively. Unless mentioned otherwise, default *Refmac* parameters as used in the *CCP4* graphical user interface *CCP4i* were applied. Two key exceptions were made: carbohydrate links were only used if they were described in the PDB file, and anisotropic displacement parameters were refined if ANISOU records were provided.

First, the structure models were subjected to ten cycles of rigid-body refinement. This was needed for a small number of structures that gave large deviations between the recalculated *R*-free and the value from the PDB header as a result of a rotation or translation of the coordinates with respect to the electron density: for instance, PDB entry 1akv (McCarthy *et al.*, 2002[@bb27]). As a side-effect of rigid-body refinement, *Refmac* removed all explicit H atoms.

The rigid-body refined structures were subjected to 20 cycles of restrained refinement, changing only the weight of the X-ray terms with respect to the geometric and displacement parameter restraints. Seven different weights were used: 1.00, 0.70, 0.50, 0.30, 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01. No noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints were used (see §3[](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}).

TLS refinement was performed on the rigid-body refined structures. Ten cycles of TLS refinement were performed, followed by 20 cycles of restrained refinement, changing only the weight of the X-ray terms.

The re-refinement resulted in 15 models for each PDB entry: one rigid-body refined structure model, seven structure models that were obtained through restrained refinement with TLS and seven models through restrained refinement without TLS.

### 2.2.3.. Selection and validation   {#sec2.2.3}

For both the set of re-refined structure models with TLS and the set without TLS, the best out of seven structure models was selected. The following criteria were used:

\(1\) All models with an r.m.s. deviation (rmsD) in the bond angles of over 3.0° from ideal were rejected.

\(2\) Models with a difference between *R* and *R*-free of over 0.05, *i.e.* 5 percentage points, were rejected. This rule was relaxed in cases where the difference between the recalculated *R* and *R*-free prior to re-refinement was also greater than 0.05. In those cases the requirement was that the difference was less than or equal to the initial difference.

\(3\) The model with the lowest *R*-free was selected from the remaining candidates. In the few cases with two or more models with the same *R*-free (up to three decimal places), the one with the smallest difference between *R* and *R*-free was selected.

\(4\) If the *R*-free value of the optimal model was higher than that of the rigid-body refined model, that is, when the structure model became worse as a result of re-refinement, all re-refined models were rejected and the rigid-body refined structure model was kept.

The best TLS-refined structure model was analysed with *WHAT_CHECK*. The structural *Z*-scores were compared with the values reported in the PDBREPORT databank for the original structure model. To ensure that all *Z*-scores were calculated with the same version of *WHAT_CHECK*, the entire PDBREPORT databank was recalculated for this project.

2.3.. Grid implementation   {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

The re-refinements of the structure models were performed on a hybrid computing environment consisting of two virtual organizations (Biomed and EMBRACE) of the EGEE grid infrastructure and several clusters of EMBRACE-associated bioinformatics institutes in Europe. The infrastructure and especially the EMBRACE and biomed virtual organizations provided grid computing resources, while SIB (<http://www.isb-sib.ch>), IBCP (<http://gbio-pbil.ibcp.fr>), and UPPMAX/SNIC (<http://www.uppmax.uu.se>) provided additional computing resources on clusters. Each grid job consisted of 20 proteins that would run for approximately 20 h and were managed using the WISDOM production environment (Lee *et al.*, 2006[@bb25]; Jacq *et al.*, 2007[@bb15]). The maximum allowed runtime was 72 h for each job.

3.. Results and discussion   {#sec3}
============================

3.1.. Re-refined structure models   {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------

On a single CPU, the entire calculations would have taken about 17 years. With our grid and cluster computing approach more than 90% of the total calculation was finished in only two months -- this shows the clear time advantage arising from the usage of modern computing technology. All 16 807 re-refinements were complete after four months; the vast majority were done after three weeks. The time delays were caused by problems at two of the grid nodes. As this was just as much a proof of concept for grid computing as for re-refinement, we decided not to use one of the available supercomputers to finish the whole job quickly.

After filtering for obvious outliers, 15 034 sets of re-refined structure models were obtained (Table 1[▶](#table1){ref-type="table"}). The majority of entries that could not be re-refined had problems with atom names in non-protein and non-nucleic acid compounds. Some of these compounds suffered from a lack of uniformity that made it impossible to use the existing topology files supplied with the *CCP4* package. Most of these problems have been solved by the remediation of the PDB (Henrick *et al.*, 2008[@bb11]), which was completed six months after the start of our project. The affected PDB entries will be redone in future re-refinements. Some other problems in the re-refinement were caused by size constraints in *Refmac* and time constraints on certain grid nodes.

3.2.. Improved structure models   {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------

### 3.2.1.. Change in *R* factors   {#sec3.2.1}

In the majority of cases, recalculation of *R*(-free) resulted in slightly higher values than the values extracted from the PDB header (Fig. 1[▶](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). High-resolution structure models are affected more than low-resolution structure models. Many reasons for these deviations have been discussed previously by Kleywegt *et al.* (2004[@bb21]). Higher than expected values for *R*(-free) can, for example, occur because all experimental data were used in this study without resolution or signal-to-noise cut-offs, whereas the depositor may not have used all the high- and low-resolution reflections. Some extra complications were introduced by the *R*-free set. Deposition of experimental data with the wrong *R*-free set will cause a recalculated *R*-free value that is too low. The same happens when the *R*-free set was included in the final rounds of refinement before the structure model was deposited.

Subtle differences in the recalculated *R*(-free) value can also be caused by the conversion of reflection intensities to amplitudes. Several methods exist, but the method in the *CCP4* program *Truncate* (French & Wilson, 1978[@bb10]) is used most frequently. This method will be implemented in the re-refinement protocol.

Different solvent models may be used in refinement, resulting in different *R*(-free) values. Especially at high resolution, more sophisticated solvent models than the default model in *Refmac* may be used. Unfortunately, the applied solvent model cannot always be extracted from the PDB header. We are working on a method to circumvent this issue in the next refinement run.

The different ways in which the results of refinement with TLS models are deposited is more problematic. TLS tensors may be stored in the PDB header, but can also be added to individual (anisotropic) displacement parameters. Lack of uniformity in the PDB means that no single method can be used to recalculate *R*(-free) reliably when a deposited structure was refined with TLS models. For future calculations, we have adapted our re-refinement protocol to include several approaches for dealing with TLS and anisotropic displacement parameters. Because the TLS tensors and the displacement parameters are recalculated in the re-refinement, the final structure models are not affected by this issue.

The largest deviations in the recalculated *R*(-free) values are the result of rotations and translations of the structure model with respect to the electron density. Rigid-body refinement was used to correct this. In total 106 structure models with very large deviations (well over 10% in *R*-free) benefited from this approach; other structures had a small change in *R*(-free) or remained unaffected. Because only a small set of all evaluated PDB entries benefited from this rigid-body refinement, the re-refinement protocol was adapted to, in future calculations, only perform rigid-body refinement when *R*-(free) cannot be reproduced to within 5% from the value extracted from the PDB header.

Restrained refinement with TLS models gave a substantial improvement in terms of *R*-free (Fig. 2[▶](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 10 046 structure models (67%) had a lower *R*-free than reported in the PDB header (Table 1[▶](#table1){ref-type="table"}). Restrained refinement without TLS had less effect: only 8012 structure models (53%) had a lower *R*-free than reported in the PDB header and the improvement was typically very small (Fig. 2[▶](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.2.2.. Structure quality validation   {#sec3.2.2}

The results in the previous section could lead to the conclusion that the *R*(-free) improvement is mostly the result of the TLS parameterization and no significant change of the atomic coordinates occurred. To assess this possibility, we performed a full structure validation with *WHAT_CHECK* of the original PDB entry and the optimal TLS-refined structure model to see the effect the re-refinement had on the coordinates. Validation is also needed to ensure that the observed improvements in *R*(-free) did not come at the cost of poorer geometry.

The *WHAT_CHECK* software provides a series of quality scores based on comparison with a set of about 500 PDB entries with a resolution of 1.4 Å or better. A comparison gives rise to a so-called *Z*-score. This score expresses the difference between the structure model and the test set as the number of standard deviations from the mean. A positive *Z*-score means that a structure model is better than the average of the test set. Among the different values that are calculated, the Ramachandran *Z*-score has often proven to be the best estimator of the geometric quality of a protein structure model (Laskowski *et al.*, 1993[@bb24]; Hooft *et al.*, 1997[@bb12]).

In Fig. 3[▶](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the Ramachandran *Z*-score before and after re-refinement is plotted against the resolution. There is a clear improvement of this quality score over the entire resolution range, which shows that the improvements in terms of *R*(-free) are backed by improved coordinates. *WHAT_CHECK* *Z*-scores for packing, side-chain rotamer normality and backbone normality were also evaluated but showed no significant improvement as a result of re-refinement. This can be expected since these scores are looking at atom arrangements in the medium-resolution range (1--5 Å); changes to the structure model of this magnitude are unlikely with our current automated re-refinement protocol. Typical atomic shifts are of the order of tenths of ångströms.

Another quality estimator is the average number of atomic overlaps or bumps. Like the Ramachandran *Z*-score, this estimator is sensitive to small changes in the atomic coordinates. Fig. 4[▶](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that re-refinement reduces the number of bumps for structure models over a wide resolution range.

The *WHAT_CHECK* validation reports showed many anomalies in the structure models both before and after re-refinement. Interpreting and, where possible, resolving these anomalies in an automated fashion will be the subject of further studies (Joosten *et al.*, 2009[@bb16]).

### 3.2.3.. The use of geometric restraints   {#sec3.2.3}

In X-ray refinement one of the important parameters is the relative weight of experimental X-ray terms and geometric restraints. Too much weight on the restraints results in structure models that sub-optimally describe the 'real' structure of a protein by hiding real bond-length (and -angle) deviations at important parts of the protein, *e.g.* the active site. Too little weight may result in structure models in distorted geometry. In effect, restraints should be kept as tight as necessary but as loose as possible (Kleywegt & Jones, 1995[@bb19]). This implies that the optimal restraint weight is resolution dependent: the higher the resolution, the weaker the restraints. The variation of the optimal restraint weights we found for each of the structures supports this, but the correlation between resolution and restraint weight is very weak. As a result, it is not possible to predict the optimal restraint weight.

Because our re-refinement protocol is aimed at lowering *R*(-free) without strict bond-length and bond-angle rmsD targets (the 3.0° cut-off on bond-angle rmsD is very liberal), the geometric deviations calculated from the re-refined structure models (Figs. 5[▶](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and 6[▶](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) are less biased than the values extracted from the original PDB entries. Here, the r.m.s. *Z*-scores (rmsZ) are used as a measure of deviation from ideal instead of rmsD, because *Z*-scores reflect the different standard deviations for the ideal bond lengths and angles in the work of Engh & Huber (1991[@bb9]). For example, 0.01 Å deviations from ideal bond length between the Cα and Cβ atoms and the Cδ~1~ and C∊~1~ atoms of phenylalanine are treated the same with rmsD, whereas rmsZ acknowledges the difference between the two bond types. The latest version of *Refmac*, which was made available after we started our re-refinement, reports both rmsD and rmsZ. We have updated our protocol to use an rmsZ of 1.0 as a cut-off for the bond lengths and angles. An rmsZ value greater than unity means that the bond-angle deviation is larger than what can be expected based on the standard deviations in the restraint dictionary.

For re-refined structure models with a resolution of 1.7 Å or lower, there is clear resolution dependence for the average bond-length rmsZ: lower-resolution structures typically have a lower rmsZ (Fig. 5[▶](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The rmsZ value is expected to fall to zero at around 3 Å (about twice the average bond length, *i.e.* about 1.5 Å), because data of resolution *d* cannot contain information about interatomic distances less than *d*/2 (Tronrud, 2008[@bb43]). This is not observed here because only one important parameter for refinement, the relative weight of experimental X-ray terms and geometric restraints, was optimized in this study. Another key parameter for refinement, the relative weight of the displacement parameters and the X-ray terms, will be the subject of future experiments. The original PDB files do not show a clear decrease of rmsZ with decreasing resolution, but rather a constant value for structure models of 1.8 Å resolution or lower. This implies that a specific rmsD (or rmsZ) target was used with little attention to the X-ray resolution. The bond-angle rmsZ values follow the same pattern, but the difference between the re-refined and original structure models is much smaller.

At resolutions higher than 1.7 Å rmsZ goes up with increasing resolution for both bond lengths and angles in the original PDB entries. The re-refined structures do not follow this pattern. This is caused by the restraint settings used in our protocol: the highest setting (1.00) was still too low for some of the high-resolution structure models. This resulted in fewer structures than possible being improved in terms of *R*(-free) and in unexpected geometric rmsZ values. Our protocol was adapted to allow looser restraints at high resolution.

On average, atomic resolution structure models, 1.2 Å or higher (Sheldrick, 1990[@bb36]), in the PDB have bond-angle rmsZ values greater than 1.0. This is surprising because it means that the bond-angle deviations are larger than what is to be expected on the basis of the Engh and Huber parameters. This may be caused by the implementation of bond-angle restraints in *SHELX*(*L*) (Sheldrick & Schneider, 1997[@bb37]) which is commonly used at atomic resolution. The bond angles are restrained as one to three distances instead of actual angles. This approach is valid when the bond lengths are close to ideal, but this is not necessarily the case for refinement at high resolution. A different reason for these deviations to appear at atomic resolution should also be considered: there is some context-dependent variation in main-chain bond angles (Karplus, 1996[@bb18]). This variation may be underestimated by the Engh and Huber parameters because they are based on monomer and dimer small-molecule models that do not contain a macromolecular context. Only at atomic resolution is it possible to trust the experimental data enough to let such large deviations from the Engh and Huber parameters appear during refinement.

### 3.2.4.. Resolution dependence   {#sec3.2.4}

Fig. 2[▶](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that *R*-free for the TLS-refined structure models of 1.3 Å resolution or higher is higher than the value extracted from the PDB header. This is caused by the problems with reproducing the *R*-free value extracted from the PDB header (Fig. 1[▶](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When the recalculated *R*-free values are compared with values obtained for the TLS-refined structure models, it becomes clear that our re-refinement protocol works over the entire resolution range up to 2.7 Å. Notwithstanding, the method is indeed less successful at (near) atomic resolution than at lower resolutions. As discussed in the previous subsection, the restraint weights are probably the most important refinement parameter involved. The solvent model and the refinement of anisotropic dis­place­ment parameters may also improve the success rate of the refinement protocol.

Geometric quality in terms of Ramachandran *Z*-score or atomic overlaps (Figs. 3[▶](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and 4[▶](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) shows greater improvements with decreasing resolution. This is not surprising because the lower-resolution structure models have more room for improvement. Real-space intervention is needed to improve these results.

PDB entries with resolutions lower than 2.7 Å were not considered in this study. At this resolution, NCS restraints become invaluable (Morris *et al.*, 2007[@bb28]). Unfortunately, NCS group definitions used in the original cannot be extracted from the PDB reliably. The relative weights of the NCS restraints are even harder to obtain. Redefining NCS groups and finding appropriate restraint weights based on the coordinates deposited in the PDB is not reliable: in the original refinement NCS may have been severely over- or under-restrained, which biases any NCS parameterization. The only alternative is a full NCS parameter optimization during the re-refinement. This was, at the start of our study, a very computationally intensive and lengthy process because it would involve a trial-and-error process. Fortunately, new automated methods have arisen that will greatly speed up the parameterization process (Smart *et al.*, 2008[@bb38]). Integration of this autoNCS method in the re-refinement protocol will allow for reliable re-refinement of structure models with NCS at resolutions lower than 2.7 Å. Preliminary tests with structure models without NCS show promising re-refinement results. Of course, at very low resolution our current method with refinement in Cartesian space becomes unsuitable and a method with torsion-space refinement must be implemented.

### 3.2.5.. Old PDB entries *versus* new   {#sec3.2.5}

Structure model quality, in terms of fit to the experimental data and in terms of geometry, has increased over time as new refinement methods arose (Kleywegt & Jones, 2002[@bb20]; Joosten *et al.*, 2007[@bb17]). It is to be expected that older structure models benefit more from re-refinement than newer structure models. The percentage of improved structure models plotted against the year of deposition supports this (Fig. 7[▶](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). About 90% of the structure models deposited in 1995--1997 could be improved in terms of *R*-free. This percentage drops to just over 60% for structure models deposited in 2004--2006. These results show that the benefit of re-refinement is not limited to older structure models. Even 60% of recently deposited structure models can be improved upon re-refinement. It must be noted, however, that the average improvement in terms of *R*(-free) is smaller for recent structures than for structures deposited ten years ago.

The improvement of structure models previously refined with TLS shows no clear trend over the years (Fig. 7[▶](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). TLS refinement may be too new to provide proper statistics at this point: for 2006, only 27% of all structure models were refined with TLS. The fraction of improved structure models varies between a fifth and a third. This success rate may be lower, but it remains clear that re-refinement is worthwhile for a large number of structure models. The success rate may be increased by re-evaluation of TLS group definitions.

4.. Web site   {#sec4}
==============

The re-refinement protocol and the re-refined structure models are available from <http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/pdb_redo/>. Each entry has a web page with a summary of the *R* factors after consecutive steps of re-refinement, a comparison between the *WHAT_CHECK Z*-scores before and after re-refinement, and information about the unit cell and structure factors. A compressed file with the structure models for each re-refinement step is provided. This file also contains an MTZ file for each structure model, which can be used to generate electron density maps. Links to the full *WHAT_CHECK* validation reports as well as links to relevant external databases, such as EDS and PDBsum (Laskowski *et al.*, 2005[@bb23]), are provided. Entries that are missing because our re-refinement procedure can (currently) not deal with the original PDB files are annotated in our new WHY_NOT server: <http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/whynot/>.

It should be noted that over the course of this project we encountered numerous problematic cases. One example is structure models for which the amplitudes in the submitted experimental data are inconsistent with the intensities in the same experimental data file. In such cases, both amplitudes and intensities have to be evaluated to see which set is correct. We are presently evaluating all files and validation reports to find ways to circumvent these problems, but the number of things that can go wrong is large, so this will be very time consuming.

5.. Applications   {#sec5}
==================

Re-refined structure models can, like the original ones, be used for drug design, molecular dynamics, structural biology and homology modelling. However, the structure model is not the only product of the re-refinement. An improved X-ray model gives rise to improved electron density maps. These can be used to (manually) inspect and solve problems recognized by validation software such as *WHAT_CHECK*. This can lead to further improvement of both geometric quality and fit to the experimental data. The results of this validation and real-space intervention effort are discussed elsewhere (Joosten *et al.*, 2009[@bb16]).

Re-refinement itself is a valuable means of testing refinement software. This does not only apply to *Refmac*; the development teams behind *Phenix* and *BUSTER-TNT* also regularly re-refine existing PDB entries to test their software and to understand the refinement problems that may occur (Adams, 2009[@bb1]; Joosten *et al.*, 2009[@bb16]).

6.. Future work   {#sec6}
=================

In this first complete re-refinement of all PDB files of 2.7 Å resolution or higher, the interpretation of the original depositors regarding amino acid sequence, alternate atoms, atomic occupancies, hetero compounds, water molecules *etc.* was left unaltered. We have started working on a re-refinement protocol without these constraints. Refitting of atoms to the electron density maps and error fixing based on *WHAT_CHECK* reports will be included. This will be an even larger effort that will require some new concepts, a lot of artificial intelligence and probably more than twice as much CPU time.

In our current work we have only evaluated PDB entries for which complete experimental data were available. Entries without a deposited *R*-free set were left out because any newly selected *R*-free set is not an independent measure of model quality. Eventually, these will be added too, using an adapted re-refinement procedure to (partially) compensate for the bias introduced by the newly selected *R*-free sets.

The TLS group assignments used in this work are very effective already but can be improved. Preliminary tests have shown that some structures that cannot be improved with our current TLS model can be improved using more sophisticated TLS group assignments like the ones from *TLSMD* (Painter & Merritt, 2006[@bb32]). At the moment, creating *TLSMD* groups is still computationally too expensive; we are working on a faster method.

There are, of course, many other issues to be resolved for fully automated re-refinement, both in the selection of the optimal result and in the parameterization of the refinement. The selection of the optimal re-refined structure model in this work was based on *R*-free. New versions of *Refmac* report the (log) free likelihood, which is a more appropriate target for optimization (Bricogne, 1997[@bb5]; Tickle, 2007[@bb41]). The refinement protocol has been updated to reflect this. The difference between *R* and *R*-free was used as a measure for over-refinement. The applied cut-off of 0.05 as maximum allowed difference is, although frequently used, rather arbitrary. A better method to check for over-refinement, which uses the ratio *R*-free/*R*, was described by Tickle *et al.* (1998[@bb42]). An adapted version of this method that uses *R*-free *Z*-scores has been added to the model selection step of our refinement method.

As mentioned before, optimizing the displacement parameter restraint weights in the re-refinement may lead to better results. The *Refmac* settings for these weights are by default not shown in the *CCP4* graphical user interface and good results can be obtained with the default settings. It is therefore likely that these settings are not always optimized. It has been shown that optimizing the *Refmac* displacement parameter restraints can lead to improved refinement results (Tickle, 2007[@bb41]).

In addition, refinement software continuously improves. For example, automatic NCS group optimization was recently made available, and the latest version of *Refmac* can deal with twinned crystal data sets without user interaction. These and other software improvements may not solve all problems, but they can make automated (re-)refinement methods a little better. We will continue to update our protocol to benefit from newly developed methods. The re-refinement protocol used here must therefore be seen as a starting point for further development, not as an attempt to build an alternative PDB.

7.. Conclusion   {#sec7}
================

We have presented and thoroughly tested a re-refinement protocol for X-ray structure models that works over a wide resolution range. By employing methods such as TLS refinement, 10 046 out of 15 034 structure models (67%) are improved in terms of *R*-free. The geometric quality of the structure models, expressed as *WHAT_CHECK*'s Ramachandran *Z*-score, also increases. Both old and recently deposited PDB files can benefit from re-refinement.

These results show that re-refinement of existing PDB entries is worthwhile and, because the method is fully automated, little time investment is needed to re-refine a single structure model. We now routinely re-refine PDB entries before they are used for molecular dynamics, homology modelling or drug design.
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![*R*-free values extracted from the PDB header (diamonds) and values recalculated with *Refmac* (Winn *et al.*, 2001[@bb44]) using the deposited experimental data (squares) plotted against the experimental data resolution. The values are averages for all structure models in 0.1 Å bins. The recalculated *R* values (not shown) follow the same pattern.](j-42-00376-fig1){#fig1}

![*R*-free values extracted from the PDB header (diamonds) and values obtained after re-refinement in *Refmac* (Winn *et al.*, 2001[@bb44]) with TLS models (squares) plotted against the experimental data resolution. The values are averages for all structure models in 0.1 Å bins. The effect of the TLS parameterization is clearly shown by the results of the re-refinement without TLS models (dotted line). For all but the highest resolution bins, refinement with TLS gives lower average *R*-free values.](j-42-00376-fig2){#fig2}

![*WHAT_CHECK* Ramachandran plot appearance *Z*-scores (Hooft *et al.*, 1997[@bb12]) for original (diamonds) and TLS-refined structure models (squares) as a function of resolution. The values are averages for all structure models in 0.1 Å bins.](j-42-00376-fig3){#fig3}

![Atomic overlaps (bumps) per structure model as detected by *WHAT_CHECK* for original (diamonds) and TLS-refined structure models (squares) as a function of resolution. The values are averages for all structure models in 0.1 Å bins.](j-42-00376-fig4){#fig4}

![Bond-length r.m.s. *Z*-score per structure model as calculated by *WHAT_CHECK* for original (diamonds) and TLS-refined structure models (squares) as a function of resolution. The values are averages for all structure models in 0.1 Å bins.](j-42-00376-fig5){#fig5}

![Bond-angle r.m.s. *Z*-score per structure model as calculated by *WHAT_CHECK* for original (diamonds) and TLS-refined structure models (squares) as a function of resolution. The values are averages for all structure models in 0.1 Å bins.](j-42-00376-fig6){#fig6}

![Percentage of structure models that improve in terms of *R*-free after TLS refinement plotted as a function of the year of deposition. The percentage of all evaluated structures (diamonds) decreases from 90% for 1995 to 62% for 2006. The percentage of structures previously refined with TLS (squares) varies between 21 and 32%.](j-42-00376-fig7){#fig7}

###### Data set selection and re-refinement

  ---------------------------------- -------
  PDB entries (January 2007)         41277
  X-ray structure models             35003
  X-ray + 2.70 resolution            29541
  X-ray + experimental data (SF)     20889
  X-ray + SF + *R*-free set          16877
  X-ray + SF + usable *R*-free set   16807
  Re-refined structure models        15034
  Improved structure models          10046
  ---------------------------------- -------

###### Status flag schemes for *R*-free set selection encountered in deposited reflection files at the wwPDB

  Scheme   Working set            *R*-free set   Example PDB entry[†](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------- ---------------------- -------------- --------------------------------------------------
  1        o                      f              1aa6 (1dzi)
  2        0                      1              101m (1a4i)
  3        1                      1              1a8d
  4        Positive integer       0              1b7d
  5        Positive real number   0.00           1c3c
  6        1.0                    0.0            1a27

PDB identifiers in parentheses are examples of reversed usage of the scheme.

[^1]: Correspondence address: CMBI 260, NCMLS, Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, PO Box 9101, 6500 HB Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
